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Quinn Conyers is a speaker, trainer, entrepreneur, and consultant who's
on a mission to train entrepreneurs how to use their VOICE in business as
a funding source, marketing strategy, and income stream. 
 
With over 10 years of speaking experience, Quinn has taught hundreds of
audiences how to shift their story from quiet and crickets, to turning
conversations into cash. 
 
The exact strategies that Quinn shares with each of her audiences are the
same techniques that have empowered her to average over $100,000 in
sales each year, and also win over $77,000 speaking about her company in
business pitch competitions!
 
Since auditioning for QVC, MTV, and Oprah, appearing on the
Entrepreneurs Elevator Pitch Show, and being accepted to the 2nd round
of Shark Tank auditions 3 times, Quinn is dedicated to helping your
audience transition from being uneffective to instead being clear, concise
and compelling every time they open their mouth.

AS FEATURED IN:

EDUCATING AND EMPOWER ENTREPRENEURS AND BUSINESS

OWNERS  TO PROFIT FROM PUBLIC SPEAKING

WWW .QU INNCONYERS .COM

SPEAKER  |  TRAINER  |  CONSULTANT

Quinn Conyers's authentic approach will

empower your entrepreneurial audience to turn
conversations into cash so they are clear, concise
and compelling every time they open their mouth.

QUINN'S SPEAKER REEL

INTERVIEW QUINN

Quinn is available for TV,
Radio, Podcast and
Magazine Interviews.

Or click 

to watch! >>

Listen to Quinn's Interviews
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it is nothing but with high praise, and again, a high
honor that I recommend Quinn Conyers to serve
your organization through her power of influence

and delivery."

Angie Barnett, President, CEO
Better Business Bureau

"On behalf of Better Business
Bureau serving Greater Maryland,

 that ignites the fire in the trenches of someone’s
ambiance. Her passion and commitment to
small businesses and entrepreneurs is easily

seen and felt from her one-on-one consultation
to her speaking delivery."

Natalie Williams, Executive Director
The Women’s Business Center of Charlotte

"Quinn brings with her a
contagious energy

AUDIENCE OUTCOMES INCLUDE:
 

1. Why a powerful business pitch is necessary and
needed to be super successful as an entrepreneur
 
2. The real purpose of a business pitch (hint, its NOT
to make a sale)
 
3. Major mistakes entrepreneurs are making when
speaking about their business and how to avoid
them
 
4. The exact PITCH formula Quinn used to win over
$70,000 in business pitch competitions to fund her
bag business
 
5. How to leverage pitch competitions for FREE
media publicity

AUDIENCE OUTCOMES INCLUDE:
 

1. The #1 secret to speaking with confidence about
your business!
 
2. Words, phrases, and language to use to turn
prospects into paying clients!
 
3. The CORRECT way to answer the question “What
do you DO?”
 
4. Ways to be unforgettable every time you pitch or
speak in public!
 
5. How to AVOID rambling & product puking when
networking and establishing new business
relationships!
 
6. The Value of a Verbal Business Card and WHY
every entrepreneur needs one!

SPEAKING PROGRAMS: WHAT TO EXPECT

FUNDED IN 60 SECONDS
TURNING CONVERSATIONS

INTO CASH

TESTIMONIALS

OTHER SATISFIED AUDIENCES INCLUDE
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